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Eagles 
Welcome back to the Hotel California - part 1 
 
No, there's nothing like it once was. There's neither a spiritual touch nor a 
shadow of flower power. No surprise, the times are changing and zeitgeist with 
it, along with the trends, the way of living and the individual attitudes. To say it 
with one word: it's the infamous aura, that after more than 30 years is totally 
different. All that remains are four very different characters, that have become 
older, wiser, and quieter, and of course their exceptional music, that already for 
a long time has found its way into the annals of the history of modern music 
and there holds a top-ranking spot. 
 
The sales figures of their latest album "Long Road Out of Eden" are proof of the 
Eagles being one of the greatest rock acts of all time, by the way the first completely 
new studio album since 18 years. It sold 11.5 million copies during one year in the 
US alone. For comparison take the latest AC/DC album, "Black Ice", that sold 5 
million world wide and already ranks among the mega sellers. But while the 
Australians are rather a down-to-earth rock 'n' roll band the Eagles are considered 
supernatural and somehow not from this planet. Maybe because their music is mixed 
of so many different influences. It starts with R&B, continues with country rock, and 
goes on to sophisticated blues pop. And as already stated this special mix is 
produced by musicians who couldn't be any more antithetic. Even initial changes of 
line-up in the seventies and a very long hiatus couldn't affect the myth that had 
always surrounded the Eagles. 
 
The band members are overly media shy. If it's Don Henley who considers journalist 
almost deadly enemies, or Glenn Frey who evokes the impression that he doesn't 
give a shit about media, or Joe Walsh of who you may think he was floating in 
somewhat quixotic realms. However there's still Timothy Schmit, the quiet and 
introvert cornerstone of this extrovert band who - at age not less than 61 - seems to 
be just 50. Tim comments with a grin: 
"Well, let's say the general lifestyle has significantly changed over the decades. 
Which means there are no more wild parties to attend where huge amounts of drugs 
are consumed. Nowadays I prefer chicken to pork and vegetables. And I do sports. 
But after all I think I owe it to my good genes." 
 
The last Eagles tour already was called farewell tour, which actually means as much 
as the very last tour. However it was obviously not taken too seriously by the band 
machinery. Cause now they are back. 
"No, that wasn't really correct. We named it Farewell Tour part 1. Which means  there 
can be - like now - part 2, and maybe there'll someday even be part 3. We never plan 
so much ahead and take everything one day at a time according to the mood. And 
since Farewell I had been such a success we decided to continue with part 2. And it 
certainly isn't all about the money in the first place, rather about the always recurring 
fun of playing that still is in us." 
 
Until some years ago the Eagles were still five. But after years of arguments bassist 
Don Felder threw in the towel. The exact reasons for that will probably never see the 
light of day, and also Tim comments only cautiously. 
"I think that the perception and the entitlement were simply diverging between Don 
and us. It was rather a thing between Don Felder and Henley." 







 
It's a fact that it was about two totally different sides. A rather unimposing musician 
who never stood out in the band but nevertheless always was part of it. On the other 
hand there were the two ego-driven heads Henley and Frey. It's them who keep 
things going. Tim rather excels with his melancholic ballads and with his youthful 
appearance. But also he is part of the super group like an essential part of the 
puzzle. And last but not least there's also the clown and eccentric Joe Walsh who 
seems to be a hopeless case regarding his sound mind and disposing memory. 
Walsh, his unmistakable voice included, stands above all. He does the job he's asked 
to do, but he does it in the weirdest, most absurd and funniest way. Especially 
through him no Eagles performance will ever get boring. And in his way Joe Walsh is 
an indisputable genius. 
 
To go back to Don Felder once again who btw published his autobiography a while 
ago and topped the New York Forbes bestseller lists for weeks: it has to be said that 
nobody from the Eagles camp really regretted the loss. Meanwhile, like already on 
the last Farewell tour, the gap is filled by a nameless session musician who - as they 
emphasize - doesn't belong to the official line-up by any means. As we already said, 
except for the music which is still terrific, the personal aura that once surrounded this 
band has changed. The Eagles are no longer a simple "rock only" band but have long 
since become an institution and machinery that on the one hand plays ping pong with 
the nostalgia of days past but on the other hand has the organizational present 100 
percent determined by financial aspects, without which nowadays nothing would work 
anymore. In return you get top-notch perfection which is hard to find elsewhere. This 
independence allows Henley and Frey to call the band together only when something 
is under way. These circumstances and the predicate super group are also the 
reason  for all Eagles musicians to have been able to pursue more or less successful 
solo careers and still do so. 
"Well, I think for all of us the band comes first and the solo productions second. It's 
that wonderful independence that allows us to release solo records just for fun, 
without any pressure or financial background. In contrary it helps us to find a certain 
balance to the Eagles' high standards. I for my part can do my own thing on my solo 
albums and exactly do what only I like. In fact I'm always busy writing songs for 
myself. It's rather a question of time when I can manage to publish this solo album." 
 
OK, admittedly the success of Tim Schmit's solo efforts was limited in contrary to 
Henley's and Frey's chart breakers. But he doesn't care as he states.  
"The important is that I'm happy with what I do solo, everything else comes second." 
 
Anyway the institution is active again, and the Desperados, Hotel California included, 
will set out for another Long Run and again will enchant us with "One of These 
Nights". And we listen devoutly, not without a little "Heartache Tonight" to the sounds 
of "Witchy Woman" and "Tequila Sunrise". And there at the latest the thoughts stray 
back far into the past to those glory days when everything seemed somehow easier 
like in "Take It Easy". 
 
The story started with the Flying Burrito Brothers, the Soul Survivors and Poco 
sometime in the sixties. With those bands the musicians who later formed the Eagles 
did their first steps, which especially concerning Poco brought forward exceedingly 
interesting aspects. Singer Randy Meisner, born in 1946, came to Los Angeles in 
1964 as a member of the Soul Survivors. In 1968 he founded Poco together with 







other musicians. Bernie Leadon, born in 1947, met the bands Hearts & Flowers and 
Dillard & Clarke, who later became the Flying Burrito Brothers, in the dream factory in 
1967. Don Henley, also born in 1947, only reached LA in 1970 with his band Shiloh. 
And Glenn Frey, born in 1948, started as a background musician for Bob Seger in 
Detroit before also he came to the city of angels in 1968 to form the duo Longbranch 
Pennywhistle together with J.D. Souther. The result was a self-titled album. 
 
But eventually and finally it was Linda Ronstadt who was to blame for the birth of one 
of America's biggest country rock 'n' roll bands. In the spring of 1971 Don Henley and 
Glenn Frey started their job in Ronstadt's band. Which probably resulted from 
constant financial bottlenecks. In the summer of '71 Meisner and Leadon joined 
them. But those four musicians only took the stage together for one single time in 
July '71 in Disneyland.  
 
And it was exactly that concert which marked the origin of the Eagles. It maybe 
should be noted that all four appeared on Ronstadt's debut album that was released 
in 1972. Then Henley, Frey, Leadon and Meisner signed a contract with Asylum 
Records, adopted the name Eagles to record the debut album "Eagles" under the 
wings of producer Glyn Johns. Released in June it reached the top 20 in October of 
the same year. It soon reached gold status and produced two top 10 hits - "Take it 
Easy" and "Witchy Woman" as well as the bestseller "Peaceful Easy Feeling". The 
entire years of 1972 and 1973 the Eagles were on a nonstop tour only to record the 
follow-up album "Desperado" in England after their return. That album also went to 
the top 40 within six months, also reached gold status and contained the hit "Tequila 
Sunrise". Strangely the title track had never been released as a single but 
nevertheless is one of the band's most famous songs until today. And with that the 
Eagles' country rock era was finished. Tim Schmit knows why it came to that 
essential stylistic change, even though at that time he wasn't yet with the Eagles but 
still played the strings with Poco. 
"Don Henley and Glenn Frey had always cherished rhythm and blues and they 
experimented a lot and enjoyed it. At one point R&B took over and country got more 
and more on the backburner. That was by and large a totally normal development of 
musicians who felt the urge to move on and not tread old paths all the time." 
 
The Eagles separated on short notice from producer Glyn Johns, but only after they 
had recorded two songs for the new album with him. As a reason they gave profound 
conflicts of interest. In 1974 the band hired the producer of their support band at that 
time, Barnstorm, that was led by a certain Joe Walsh. Bill Szymczyk took over the 
remaining work for "On The Border" after Glyn John's departure and also brought a 
session musician named Don Felder into the band, born in 1947, former member of 
the band Flow. Also in March of 1974 "On the Border" was released, reached gold 
status like its predecessors and the top 10. Until then it was the LP that sold worst, 
the chart single "Already Gone" included. And then there was "Best of My Love". With 
that single the Eagles finally reached an audience of a million. It shot straight up to 
number one in the Easy Listening Charts and then also went straight to number one 
in the Pop Charts of 1975. As a result there were more single releases like "Lyin' 
Eyes" and "Take It to the Limit" which both ranked among the top five. Various 
Grammy nominations followed. One of which lead to an award for the best pop vocal 
performance of a duet/band/choir.                        
 







But as life is an up and down Bernie Leadon left the band in December 1975. Joe 
Walsh joined then as his substitute. But due to the tour stress the Eagles took a long 
time to record new material. Thus the gap was filled in 1976 with the release of  "The 
Eagles - Their Greatest Hits 1971 - 1975". This album reached the much sought-after 
platinum status for more than one million copies sold, and finally expanded to be 
North America's most sold album ever with over 25 million copies. This was even 
more than Michael Jackson's "Thriller" album sold later. Until today the Eagles hold 
this world record and are even part of the Guinness book of records. And until today 
no other artist has managed to get even get in striking distance of this statistic. Only 
18 months after this surprisingly successful release Henley, Frey, Walsh and Meisner 
felt able to come up with another milestone. It was their fifth studio recording named 
"Hotel California". Platinum status included, the thing was all in all passed over store 
counters more than 10 million times. The number one hits from that album were 
"New Kid In Town" and of course "Hotel California". And again this mater piece was 
awarded a Grammy. An extensive world tour followed at the end of which Randy 
Meisner said goodbye. The reasons for it had again and again been interpreted in 
different ways. He was finally replaced by Timothy B. Schmit, also born in 1947. Btw 
he already had had replaced Meisner before when the latter then had left Poco. Tim 
describes his debut in the Eagles as follows: 
"OK, I had of course the advantage to know Henley, Frey and Walsh from times past 
and we were no strangers by any means. I also had been increasingly unhappy with 
Poco already for a year. Now I can't even recall if the reason was a lack of inspiration 
or sort of boredom that had seized me. And then there was that phone call from 
Henley who himself offered me the job in the Eagles. I didn't hesitate for long 'cause 
at that time this band was already mega popular and successful. Poco was also 
famous but not to that regard. I think it was because of the Eagles' songs being much 
more radio friendly that Poco's." 
 
Doesn't he regret to not already have been part of the band for "Hotel California" but 
joining the line-up only shortly after? 
"No, not really. Let's say it this way. I'm proud of the other guys and of 'my' band now, 
of what they had achieved. And I'm proud and grateful to be able to play this song on 
stage now along with all the other songs that came to life before my time. And these 
pieces are fortunately so timeless that until today it never got boring for me to 
perform them." 
 
Part 2 follows with the next edition of Break Out magazine.              
    
Translator's notes ... 
 
I couldn't help it, I had to comment on some of the major glitches in that article. But 
then we're modest here in Germany and are glad to get any coverage at all. And 
quite frankly some coverage including an interview is already an exception!   
 
Nowadays I prefer chicken to pork and vegetables. 
I guess he rather said he prefers chicken and vegetables to pork. 
 
But after years of arguments bassist Don Felder threw in the towel.  
Oh well, they think it was the bassist while they're talking to the bassist. Slobs. 
 
... the gap is filled by a nameless session musician ... 







I thought this was simply unfair! But then we're hardcore fans and are definitely 
different from the "nameless masses". 
 
Only 18 months after this surprisingly successful release Henley, Frey, Walsh and 
Meisner felt able to come up with another milestone. It was their fifth studio recording 
named "Hotel California". 
Hmmm, where was Felder??? 
      





